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William Howard Day, one of many influencers on the negro movement, was a man of many
hands, the amount, couldn't compare to the size of his heart, hearing the imbalanced laws put
on those different than the natives broke his lock. So he took off storming in a boat to Britain, to
finally break the wheel put on it's crowd.
"simply just rewarding these hungry hippos for forcing those with a different history to pick
cotton for years on end, and turning them into machines is quite outlandish don't you think?"
Said Howard with a tomato for a head,
"But the cotton we gain is necessary sir, if we were to remove the workers how else are we
supposed to deal with the climate?" Said a fellow gentleman, looking like he was about to melt.
"There's a difference between the heroes doing it for the people or for cash to survive and those
programmed into doing one thing, the people who own those poor souls don't care about them
whatsoever, they only care about the money they print out."
William was able to convince while not all, at least some to stop feeding the animals,
July 4, 1865.
William, high officials and many humans who were finally freed from their cage, had one goal,
to get their criticism about the rights of men not being applied to everyone. Out there william and
his people approached the white castle and He said this to fellow followers " The Declaration of
independence is yet not fully completed, nor will it be, until black man and as well the white, is
permitted to enjoy all the rights pertaining to the citizens of the United State of America."
William Day, later added another block to his back, and became a worker of Freedmen's
Bureau.
End story.

